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FEBRUARY MEMBERSHIP MEETING 

Members of the Washington Archaeological Society are 
invited to join the membership of the Burke Memorial 
Washington State Muse un to hear a lecture by 

DR. ROBERT E. GREENGO 

"Archaeology in Mexico Today11 

Tuesday February 20, 1968 

8:00 P. M.. At fue Musuem 
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ANNUAL REPORT - 1967 

The year was a significant beginning of the second decade for WAS. There was 
considerable activity, at times somewhat last minute in planning making it dif
ficult for members to plan participation. It is the intent of the officers to 
~emedy this and to announce meetings, excursions, and work sessions well enough 
~head to allow the membership to set their calendars. Understandably, emergency 
~nvestigations often give the least opportunity to inform everyone. You are 
liable to get a call at any time to pull on your boots and head for the swamps or 
~r;ake country!! 

':'he first significant activity was a survey of the Green River flnod plain. 
ur. Alex Krieger and William Dancey of the University of Wa$hingtcn enlisted the 
hf=!lp of WAS and the Seattle Community College to investigate the valley from 
1'ukwila to Sumner. Several weekends were given to this project with no important 
discoveries. Clues to possible sites were found in nearby areas, but since these 
were not included in the flood plain, they were not investigated. The importance 
of the undertaking was the cooperation of three agencies toward a single purpose, 
the furtherance of the archaeological survey of Washington. 

The newly established Seattle Community College set up an Archaeological Club 
which was affiliated with WAS. Under the leadership of Astrida Onat, instructor 
in anthropology, a summer field school in archaeology was planned. Members of 
WAS were consulted as to the site which was located on land along the Snoqualmie 
River under the jurisdiction of the State Fisheries Department. 'llle College and 
WAS spent several weekends in testing the site. (See Report on 45Kil9, this News
letter). 

Summer activities were sporadic. Members were active in small groups and as 
individuals. Some visited the Cape Alava dig with the invitation of Dr. Richard 
Daugherty of Washington State University. Mr. Kim Fpreman of the Great Northern 
Railroad invited three members to visit the old railroad construction camp near 
Trinidad. Subsequently an article about the site was written for the Seattle 
Times by Mr. Leonard Ekman, "Rock Ovens That Fed Railway Builders." (October 22, 
1967.) 

4SSN100 was the location for a two-day investigation in late August. Professor 
George Quimby had arranged for CHAOS in Depth to assist WAS in exploring the 
river bottom and platting a cross section profile of the river. The lower com
ponent was reopened and excavated for the duration of the weekend. Mrs. Janice 
Krenmayr published an article in the Seattle Times describing the activity, ''Have 
Divers, Diggers Found Site of Ancient Indian Fishing Grounds?" (October 29, 1967.) 

Ted Weld and Margaret Thomson were the hosts of the society at our annual salmon 
barbeque. We note in passing that since Ted has leased his home that this was the 
last of many enjoyable social experiences at his home. Throughout the years the 
Weld home has been the repository of all WAS materials. 'lbese have been moved to 
the home of the president until such time that a suitable permanent repository can 
be found . 

UAS members were invited to join the regular membership of the Burke Memorial 
Washington State Museum in their meetings. Mr. George I. Quimby described his 
work in the Lower Mississippi region. We will c~ntinue to meet together when 
programs pertain to archaeology. 
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The last society meeting of the year was held in December. Mr. Ralph Rudeen, State 
Parks Director of Interpretative Programs, was the guest speak~r. He described 
archaeological activities during the last few years sponsored by the State Parks 
Commission. 

Looking to 1968, the pursuit of archaeology seems assured. At the time of this 
writing a formative meeting has just been held by the Western Washington Archaeo
logical Council (name has only been suggested) including representatives from the 
University of Washington, the Burke Memorial Washington State Museum, WAS, the 
community colleges of Seattle, Bellevue, Bremerton, Highline and Shoreline. WAS 
will support and cooperate with this group. 

Only one issue of the ARCHAEOLOGIST was printed during the year. All members and 
institutions who had paid their 1966 dues were sent this in fulfillment of their 
subscriptions. A change of publication has been decided which will give more to 
subscribers and members; the ARCHAEOLOGIST will become a NEWSLETTER issued four to . 
six times a year. In addition it is planned to publish a larger paper in archae
ology or ethnology at least once a year to supplement the NmVSLE'ITER. 

It has been exceedingly gratifying that the membership has continued to support 
the society during these years of transition and change. The officers consider 
this a mandate to continue and work toward a more vigorous pursuit of our interest~. 

Del Nordquist, President 

Sl.MMER EXCAVATIONS ON nm SNOQUAIMIE RIVER 

SITE 45KI19 

By Lee Bennett 

This summer site 45KI19 was dug by students taking a field course in archaeology, 
taught by Mrs. Astrida Onat, Seattle Community College anthropology instructor. 

The site is located on the north side of the Snoqualmie River, between Fall City 
and Snoqualmie Falls. '!be land is owned by the State Game Department, which was 
most helpful in providing assistance in patrolling the site. The site itself is 
in a pasture and is bounded on the east and south by woods and on7the west by a 
boat launching ramp and adjacent parking area. On the north it is bounded by 
Fish Hatchery Road. 

Prior to the summer dig, testing of the reported site was carried out by the 
Archaeology Club of Seattle Community College and members of the Washington 
Archaeological Society. Test pits were dug on the knoll above and east of the 
site and in the woods to the east. A surface survey was made along the river 
bank which revealed crude worked stone. 

In the southeastern section of the pasture an area had been disturbed by a game 
warden who decided to take some topsoil with him when he retired. It was decided 
to sink a test pit in this area. With the aid of Mr. Delmar Nordquist and 
Mr. Forrester Woodruff the first definite findings of 45Kl19 were made. At a 
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depth of 53 centimeters Mr. Woodruff found a projectile point. Seven centimeters 
below that Mr. Nordquist uncovered the first feature: a circular stone structure 
on one plane, recorded as a fire hearth. 

With this evidence at hand, Mrs. Onat, with the aid of WAS members, went about the 
lengthy and obstacle laden process of setting up a summer field course. 

During the summer, pits were dug in the east of the pasture in the vicinity of the 
test pit. A series of pits were also dug extending to the west along the east
west datum line. All measurements were taken in the metric system, and each 
student was responsible for keeping a field notebook. 

The fill of the site was generally mixed river sands, having been deposited by 
periodic flooding of the river. In the pits in the western portion of the 
pasture the topsoil seemed to extend beyond the one meter level, and often con
tained patches of sand. 

A few of the pits were unproductive, and certain remarks were made to the effect 
of " ••• sterility of pit not directly associated with the aid of instructor ••• " 
(Kamai), and so forth. On the other hand, many pits yielded quite a number of 
chipping detritus and artifacts. 

Th.e techniques used were scientific. However, when a layer of coarse sand was 
reached it often became difficult to go down by ten centimeter levels, as indicated 
in the following quote from the notebook of Edmund K. Kamai: 

"No records exist for the layers between 80-110 cm. because the 
excavator became shovel happy~ So much for technique~" 

Fortunately this occurred in only one section of one pit. 

The students had to stake out their own pits, which was often a humorous situation. 
It took at least half an hour to figure out the mysteries of the pocket transit, 
and another half-hour to get the corner stakes to mark out a rectangle, not a 
trapezoid! However, " ••• after numerous trials and tribulations with transit and 
tape, the intrepid excavator ••• succeeded in establishing the ••• pit," (Kamai). 

'nl.e trials and tribulations were not limited to the pocket transit. There was 
also trouble with vandals. During the Vandal Era, pit walls were knocked down, 
holes dug in walls, features destroyed and equipment lost or broken. A couple of 
times the wire for the playpen (set up for miniature archaeologists) had to be 
retrieved from the river. Nearly every student made note of the damage done, but 
few were quotable. During the Vandal Era many students spent half the day re
moving backdirt which had been prematurely replaced by our "friends." 

lb.e last few weeks of the dig were spent mapping the contours of the site and 
finishing up pits and profiles. Needless to say, all twenty-eight of the pits had 
to be filled in before the dig was closed for the summer. It was the hottest, 
dustiest and hardest part of the summer. 

ln summary, 45KI19 yielded much chipping detritus, many artifacts and ten feature& • 
The material recovered during the dig is presently being catalogued and analysed by 
students enrolled in the archaeology analysis course taught by Mrs. Onat. A 
written report will be prepared for l>ublic.at.ion_ .at.. tt\.~ ~-- .o.£ %h.a -~.urrcut. .q.ua.c.ter ... 
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CHIPPED STONE TOOLS FOUND ON LONG ISLAND, WASHINGTON 

Mr. Kevin Cook of Mercer Island picked up the illustrated (Figure 1) artifacts 
from the eastern side of Long Island in Pacific County in the summer of 1967. 'nley 
had washed from the site opposite the mouth of the Naselle River. 

The largest (A) was a basalt knife which was considerably water worn, but still 
revealing clearly the flake scars. It was bifacial with the preferred edge along 
the longer curved side. (B) is similar in type, but much smaller. It is made of 
fine grained, green jasper with basal thinning and the cutting edge, again along 
the longer, curved side. Unlike (A) it is unifacial (plano-convex) except where 
retouching has left flake scars on the flat side. A rectangular scraper (C) with 
a thicker end opposite the finely flaked cutting edge was made of obsidian. It 
tended to be unifacial although the flake from which it was made was thicker in 
the middle and curved toward all edges. (D) seems to be a burin. It was made from 
a single flake of variegated brown jasper into a triangular tool. The apex was 
finely chipped on both sides, ending in a burr. 

Projectile points (E, F, and G) are all small, triangular points with short stems, 
converging to a rounded base. All are bifacial and lenticular in cross section, 
proportionally thin in comparison to the length-width ratio. (F) has a bulging 
center giving an appearance of a stubby thick point. (F) and (G) are made from 
reddish brown variegated jasper. (E) is basalt. 

, In general all examples were struck from stone matrices by percussion, and refined 
by pressure flaking. 

Long Island is in the territory of the Lower Chinook. 1he artifacts are proto
historic, and represent forms typical to the Indians who last occupied the area. 
Robert S. Kidd has just published his report on 1b.e Martin Site (TEBIWA, V. 10, 
No. 2, 1967). He gives no native name for the site; designating it as 45PC31. 

The Martin Site was on the North Beach Peninsula near a dry slough (Lake Espy) 
slightly north and west of the northern tip of Long Island. It is near enough to 
45PC31 to relate to the material described in this paper. 

Only one knife-scraper resembles the larger (A) described from Long Island (Kidd: 
Fig. 8, k). Three, and possibly four, examples relate to Long Island (B), these 
being the smaller triangular knife-scrapers of (Kidd: Fig. 9, a, d, and q). Jasper 
and basalt are mentioned as materials used in their manufacture. Of rectangular 
scrapers several are illustrated from the Martin Site. (Kidd: Fig. 7 x, z, ~nd aa). 
Although it is difficult to determine whether these are really similar, they do 
appear to be so from the photograph. Kidd, however, describes them as having "a 
straight to convex base, brought to an edge, and parallel sides. 'ntese may be 
merely fragments of points with a strong pentagonal tendency. Specimens are made 
on flakes of Chalcedony of medium thickness, and are lenticular in cross section." 
(p. 20, ~· cit.) 

Of stemmed projectile points, only three were found (Kidd: Fig. 7, q, t, and u). 
All are triangular, but longer than those described from Long Island. Materials 
and chipping are similar. 

-- Editor 
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FIGURE 1: Chipped stone artifacts, 45PC31 
Long Isl.and, Paci fie. County~ Washi.ngton 
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WASHINGTON ARCHAEOLOGICAL LIBRARY REPORT 

Our library continues to grow through gifts, exchanges and an occasional purchase. 
Senior members may check out material upon written request for a month. All 
requests should be made to the president. 

In order to acquaint you with the extent of our exchange of publications this 
1 ::.sting is arranged according to Institution, University, 'Hu~eum and Archaeological 
Bac iety publications. Included are also publications in related fields to our 
1_t1 t21~ests. 

ARCllA.EOl.DGICAL SOCIETY OF ALBERTA, Newsletter, Editor: Dr. Ruth Gruhn, Dept. of 
Anthropology, University of Alberta, Edmonton. (A quarterly) 

DEPAR'IMENT OF CONSERVATION: Division of Mines and Geology, State Press, Olympia, Wn 
Sheppard, Richard A. Geology of the Simcoe Mountains Vokanic Area, 
Washington, Geologic Map GMJ, 1967. 

IDAHO STATE UNIVERSI'IY, Tebiwa, 'lbe Journal of the Idaho State Museum, Pocatello, 
Idaho, Volume 10, Number 1. 

NATIONAL MUSEUM OF CANADA, Department of the Secretary of State, Anthropology 
Papers, Number 14, Ottawa, 1967 • 

Spence, Michael W., A Middle Woodland Burial Complex in the St. Lawrence 
Valley. 

SMinISONIAN CON'IRIBUTIONS TO AN'nlROPOLOGY, Smithsonian Press, Volume 2, Washington, 
1966-67. 

Number 1-Angel, J. Lawrence, Early Skeletons From Tranquility, California. 
Number 2-Keyes, Ian W., New Zealand Artifacts From the United States 

"Transit of Venus Expedition" 1874-1875. 
Number 3-Kilpatrick, Jack Frederick and Anna Gritts, Muskogean Charm Songs 

Among The Oklahoma Cherokees. 
Number 4-Hickerson, Harold, Land Tenure of the Rainy Lake Chippewa At 'nle 

Beginning of the 19th Century. 

SMI'IHSONIAN INSTITUTION River Basin Surveys, Publications in Salvage Archaeology, 
Series Editor: Warren W. Caldwell, Lincoln, Nebraska, 1966-67. 

Lehmer, Donald J. The Fire Heart Creek Site. 
Caldwell, Warren W. 'lbe Black Partizan Site. 
Johnston, Richard B. 'lhe Hitchell Site. 
Hoffman, J. J. Molstad Village. 
Caldwell, Warren and Oscar L. Mallory. Hells Canyon Archaeology. 

'lHE OREGON ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY, Screenings, Editor Tom Whitaker, Portland, 
Oregon. Volume 16, Numbers 1,2,3,4,5,6. (A monthly publication) 

Louise Deane 
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OFFICERS FOR 1968: President 
Vice-president 
Secretary 
Treasurer 

Trustees 

Del Nordquist 
Ted Weld 
Louise Deane 
Mona Beddall 

John Osmundson 
Charles G. Nelson 
David Rice 
Margaret Thomson 

(1st year) 
(2nd year) 
<3rd year) 
(3rd year) 

COMM! '!TEE CHAIRMEN AND SPF.cIAL ASSIGNMENTs : 

Publications: Editor - Del Nordquist 
Staff - Ted Weld 

Field Activities 

Program & Publicity -

Telephone 

Institutions 

Arrangements 

Research 

Education 

Al Deane 
Tom Beddall 
Mona Beddall 

Ted Weld 
Forrester Woodruff 

Louise Deane 

Suzanne Woodruff 

David Rice 

Margaret 'nlomson & Mona Beddall 

John Putnam 

John Osmundson 

Western Washington Archaeological Council 
Coordinator Astrida Onat 

CALENDAR FOR '11IE YEAR (tentative) - The NEWSLETI'ER will carry final dates, 
times, and places. 

January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June &. July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 

Publication of NEWSLETI'ER 
Membership Meeting 
Publication of PAPER 
WAS dinner meeting - membership (no host) 
Publication of NEWSLETl'ER 
FIELD EXCURSIONS 
WAS membership meeting and salmon barbeque 
Publication of NEWSLETI'ER 
Membership Meeting -(Nomi~tiou of -office~) 

Publication -0f NEWSLETTER or PAPER 
Suum cuique 




